ONE TEAM RECOGNITION
NOMINEES FOR MONTHLY AWARDS
Employees & Drivers
Being for: February 2021
Congratulations to everyone who has been nominated this month.
ANC Team Members
Name

Driver/Dept

Reason for nomination

State

Jasmin Caguntas

Admin

Nom 1. A very kind, thoughtful and supportive supervisor we have.
Nom 2. Jasmin is very capable of doing her Job very efficient. She make sure despite of her busy
schedule she will check the team and all the their task being done, and help whenever she can.

Clark

Amy La Cioppa
Christopher Cepak

National Admin
NAT Projects

Amy is so cheerful and always lend me a hand. Thanks a ton Amy for your always help.
Nom 1. Chris has embodied ANC's core values while executing exceptional work across a myriad of
initiatives this month. Well done Chris, a valued member of this business.
Nom 2. Always grinding to his tasks and figure out plausible solutions to the problems that he faces.

National
National

Eva Mosphilis

Finance

National

Felicity Witthoeft

Safety

Eva deserves recognition for a level of contribution and care well above the normal extra that we are
used to seeing from the ANC Team. Thank you Eva.
Felicity is always striving to improve not only the task at hand but the overall (bigger picture) process.
Felicity is very proactive and always on the ball. Felicity has the respect of her team mates and works
very well with all stakeholders she has contact with. Thanks Flick.

Ivy Joguilon

Safety

National

Kristy Coverdale

NAT Projects

Kylee Bidwell

National
Operations

Nafis Rahman

NAT Projects

Natalie Troupkos

Brand, Marketing,
Comms

Ivy has taken on additional tasks in NSW of "return to work". Ivy is also a very good communicator
and makes every safety and compliance transaction easy to deal with.
Kristy has been an excellent addition to the National Project team. Kristy delivers exceptional results
across myriad of tasks and is always there to support the ANC team and challenge our way of thinking
and doing.
It's been amazing to work with Kylee who's always there to support me. She made things a lot easier
and will let you feel that you'll get the help needed. Thank you so much Kylee for your never ending
support.
Nafis has always got a positive attitude with a thirst for learning and growing in his role and
understanding of the business. A great asset.
We dont call her Super Troupker for nothing. Natalie is truly a super woman, and her delivery of the
Christmas campaign was amazing, under incredibly hard circumstances that kept changing (thanks
COVID). It's great to hear clients like Chris from WSI say how much he (and his whole street) love the
totem tennis and now have a fierce competition. But back to Nat - she is professional, a problem
solver, persistent, creative, smart, dedicated, and has a huge capacity to get the many jobs done
(across many channels). We would be lost without her.

Nathan Dawe

Safety

Nathan is a quiet achiever, he goes above and beyond with a proactive mindset at all times. Nathan is National
a true safety professional and completes everything he does with care and thought for others. Nathan
also displays excellent coaching skills among the team- thanks Nathan.

Paul Krahnert

Safety

Paul is always working on "whats next" he is always looking forward and trying to improve what we
do and how we do it. Paul is dedicated member of the team- thanks Paul.

National

Ryan Donnolley

Safety

National

Jess Quealey

Operations

Karen Hancock

Home Deliveries

Tione Plowman

Operations

Ryan has been very helpful with incident reporting, he is a pleasure to deal with and really fits in with
the ANC team, Thanks Ryan.
Jess always helps out any way that she can and I hope she knows how much it's appreciated. It makes
a huge difference when I'm in a rush and need some help. I know I can always count on a quick
response.
Karen is the hardest worker, she is always starting early and even works late to ensure everything is in
order, she is well organized and is always on a roll. Without Karen Pet Circle would be a crazy mess
for sure
Tione always manages her calls with respect, no matter how angry the customer is she manages to
calm them down with her wonderful manner, for one so young she is very mature.

Eve Hepburn

Operations

QLD

Jodi Abraham

Operations

Eve is doing a great job under the pressure of Pet Circle. Always smiling and busy. Putting in the extra
hours when needed.
Jodi is always putting in the added hours everyday and ensuring everything is running smoothly for
the next day. Rarely leaves the office on time but keeps positive throughout the week.

National

National

National

National
National

NSW

NSW

NSW

QLD

Name

Driver/Dept

Reason for nomination

State

Tony Crowther

Operations

Nom 1. New to the business but already fitting in like he has always been here. Always willing to
tackle new tasks and always chipper.
Nom 2. Tony has only just started with ANC and has certainly hit the ground running. He is already
part of the furniture, and has done a great job in supporting both Ops and Account Management to
drive the outcomes required. Not to mention he is a legend of a bloke. Glad to have you on board TC!

QLD

Michael Aliferis

Operations

The feedback from Major clients in SA is Michael continues to get them out of a bad situation that the
client has created . One client said that they would love to have his Baby's that is massive feedback

SA

Carla Dolby

Operations

VIC

Glenn Uccello
Gunjan Desai

Operations
Operations

Jack Brown

Operations

Lauren Cank

Operations

Rikash Singh

Operations

Ryan Carter

Operations

Carla is doing an amazing job learning her new role in recruitment whilst still being an essential
member for the white goods team, GO CARLA!
Great Boss to work under. helping and supporting all the time
Nom 1. Gunjan has been with us for a short while, but has already certified himself as an asset to
ANC. He's professionalism and customer service is second to none and without a doubt has a bright
future within ANC. Well done Gunjan.
Nom 2. Gunjan is an integral part of the Vic Ops teams. He is committed, hard working, a team player
and it is a pleasure to work along side him.
Nom 1. Spot on with his decision making skills for allocation.
Nom 2. Jack has been amazing with Whitegoods allocations. He is super helpful to both drivers and
the office team in his allocation. Great work Jack!
She is always willing to go above and beyond to help those who are still learning. She is always
supportive and will assist in any way possible.
Rikash is doing a great job allocating, stepping up, & going the extra mile when required (and without
any complaint). He always comes into the office with a great attitude, willingness to help anyone and
his handovers are always a colourful treat to receive.
Ryan is always willing to help with any concerns across multiple Vic accounts. The past couple of
months especially he has been my go-to with helping me problem solve any issue I am having and will
always come and show me how to do something I am unfamiliar with.

Shelby Williams

Operations

Nom 1. Shelby has been doing an absolutely impressive job stepping into her new role and still
balancing the day to day tasks of her previous role as she is still transitioning. Shelby is always across
everything, her knowledge across multiple accounts is really quite astounding and what she achieves
for ANC should be recognised. Shelby is a great leader/colleague and its a pleasure to work with her
Nom 2. Shelby has been very fair in rostering everyone equally and tries her best to accommodate
the availability of everyone. She has flourished in her role as a supervisor.

VIC

VIC
VIC

VIC

VIC
VIC

VIC

ANC Delivery Professionals
Name

Driver/Dept

Reason for nomination

State

Frank Eeso

7198

NSW

Qais Nuairawi

7161

Allan Demerick

154

Avipreet Walia

533

Frank and his offsider (another Frank) are a keen and eager team who are also consistent performers.
The team rarely hit an nps under 75
Excellent customer service and skills - "I have just spoken with a customer who had a recent delivery.
She wanted to pass on how impressed she was with the installers work. She said they were efficient,
fastidious and she couldn’t fault them. She also commented how clean and tidy they were and made
sure all the rubbish was removed and they cleaned up where they had been. They worked excellent
together as a team." emailed through by the Customer Care Consultant, Miele, on behalf of the
Customer.
Absolute Gem nothing phases Allan just gets on with the job Goes above the call of duty by helping
Bunnings Trade Staff
Avi started working in The Good Guys just as peak hit, he grasped the job really well and is always
happy and is a pleasurer to work with.
The feedback from Bunnings John is a life saver and one of the best drivers in the Fleet
Mohamad is doing a great job and his app use has been near perfect. He has a great attitude and is a
pleasure to work with.
willing to help all the times, most of the times going out of the route if we need his help. great team
Accomplished driver. Outstanding rapport on the phone. Willingness to help.
Excellent representative for ANC. Expert driver, outstanding customer service, always a pleasure to
liaise with over the phone and always willing to go the extra mile to help.
Gurpreet is one of our full time Pet circle drivers, recently I received some great feedback from Pet
circle regarding an email they had received from one of their customers advising that she wanted to
send a commendation through for sometime for the wonderful man who always delivers her orders.
He is extremely helpful & so friendly no matter how heavy the parcels are. It's a joy to have him
deliver our parcels

VIC
VIC

John Baso
153
Mohamad Jalees Jaharil 575
Raminder Singh

540

Harpal "Hazza" Bajwa
Luv Verma (Roy)

3130
3623

Gurpreet Singh

149

NSW

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

WA

